INTRODUCTION
In digital instrument design, metrological analysis by model simulation plays a key role during project assessment and enhancement [1] . During the conceptual design, several indexes of metrological performance have to be investigated in frequency and time domains (e.g., signal-to-noise-ratio, total harmonic distortion, integral and differential nonlinearity). This has to be carried out systematically, at varying operating conditions, influence parameters, and uncertainty sources, and moreover, over the input range as a whole. In particular, for highperformance accurate instruments, the effects on performance of main uncertainty and deterministic error sources have to be investigated accurately but in a generic way, i.e. independently of the architecture, defined only at the end of the conceptual design. Modeling can be approached at several levels, according to the detail of the instrument description, useful in the different phases of the design [1] . In particular, during the conceptual design, behavioral modeling is useful for the sake of the generalization: the instrument is characterized by input-output analytical or numeral relations, without going in deep into the internal structure. In this way, a general approach can be achieved, useful in many applications, owing to its independence on the architecture of the instrument and on its physical realization. Once the model is defined, simulations are carried out usually by following an intuitive approach: the model parameter's space is investigated by an One-Factor-AtTime strategy (OFAT) [2] , [3] Finally, the last uncertainty source is the processing uncertainty modeled as an additive numerical noise n(t). After a metrological test on the instrument, the performance q is measured. C. Procedure
On the basis of the above basic ideas and the related model, a procedure for analyzing the metrological performance of a digitizer is proposed through the following steps: (i) Model definition, (ii) Model Identification, and (iii) Model validation (Fig. 2) .
Model Definition. The inputs for the model, x, the parameters, n and c are defined (parameter definition) and their representation models are identified experimentally (parameter identification) (Fig. 2 ). In particular, by referring to the model depicted in Fig. 1 
B. The Model Definition
In the FDI conceptual project, the design team is interested in investigating the impact of possible nonideality sources (n) on the dynamic distortion (q) of the output, at varying the working operating conditions, defined by the measurand (x) and by the design settings (c).
As a first step, a first-order simple model is exploited to describe the dependency of x, c, n on q (Eq. 1 with dikj= 0). If it would turn out to be inadequate, a second-order, more accurate model, including also interactions among parameters, will be considered.
The input x of the FDI model (Fig. 3) is the OverSampling Ratio (OSR), defined as the ratio between the ADC sampling rate f and the trigger frequency f. The model output q is the SIgnal-to-Noise And Distortion Ratio (SINAD) of the computed integral. Such a parameter is evaluated on the flux increment computed between two trigger pulses. The control parameters c are the design settings, namely the type of integration algorithm (rectangular or trapezoidal), and the possibility of using the UTC for a fine link between angular and time domains (Fig. 3) . The influence parameters n are the time stamp jitter noise (ok), the acquisition noise (ov), and the parameters for representing ADC nonlinearity (X,z ) [ 1] . In particular, the parameter X takes into account the asymmetry of the transfer function, while the parameter 4 the exponential non linearity. By summarizing, the FDI model arrays are: 
